Composite polarizability and the construction of an invariant function of refraction and mass density for solutions.
Re-examination of dynamical ionic polarizabilities in water solutions leads to the formulation of a solution function r(c), which combines the indices of refraction and mass densities of solutions. We show that this function should be independent of ionic concentration if the composite polarizabilities of hydrated solute clusters are constant. Using existing experimental data for a number of aqueous salt and organic solutions, we find that the r(c) function is either constant or varies linearly with concentration, in most cases with negligible slope. We use this function to compare ionic polarizabilities of crystals and aqueous solutions and to highlight how solute polarizabilities at infinite dilution scale with the electronic valence shell of cations and anions. The proposed r(c) function can be used generally to verify the consistency of experimental measurements and of simulation results, and it provides a test of assumptions in current theories of ionic polarizabilities.